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Miniature Untethered EEG Recorder Improves
Advanced Neuroscience Methodologies
Chris Bailey, Jim Austin, Bettina Platt, Anthony Moulds, and Barry Crouch
Abstract—Rodent electroencephalography (EEG) in preclinical
research is frequently conducted in behaving animals. However,
the difficulty inherent in identifying EEG epochs associated with
a particular behavior or cue is a significant obstacle to more
efficient analysis. In this paper we highlight a new solution,
using infrared event stamping to accurately synchronize EEG,
recorded from superficial sites above the hippocampus and
prefrontal cortex, with video motion tracking data in a transgenic
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) mouse model. Epochs capturing specific
behaviors were automatically identified and extracted prior to
further analysis. This was achieved by the novel design of a ultra-
miniature wearable EEG recorder, the NAT-1 device, and its in-
situ IR recording module. The device is described in detail, and
its contribution to enabling new neuroscience is demonstrated.
Index Terms—Experimental neuroscience, EEG recording,
low-power sensors.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE major healthcare challenges facing developed coun-tries result from diseases of middle and old age. As
such, modern medical science relies upon modelling human
disease processes in genetically modified animals in order to
understand disease pathology and develop novel therapeutics.
Mice are by far the most commonly used species accounting
for 74% of experimental procedures conducted on genetically
modified organisms. Within the field of neuro-degenerative
research, monitoring neural activity via electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) potentials in rodents provides a valuable insight
into loss of brain function in disease-states and mechanisms
of recovery with drug treatment. Wireless, miniature, head-
mounted EEG devices are considered a substantial innovation
in animal welfare over previous technologies. However, there
is also both an ethical and legal imperative to mitigate the
welfare impact of EEG recording on test subjects. Considering
the small body mass of mice (20-30g), improved welfare can
be best accomplished through reduction of device weight.
Meeting this demand not only preserves the ability to under-
take such research, but as will be highlighted in this paper, it
can enable new methodologies and support new discoveries
in neuroscience through innovation at the level of sensors
and ultra-miniature systems. In this paper, the authors de-
scribe the design, implementation and capabilities of an ultra-
miniature sensor, the NAT, and its recent validation through
use in innovative neuroscience applications, including new
neuroscience methodologies enabled by the novel capabilities
of the device. In particular, it is observed that combining
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Fig. 1. NAT-1 (Neural Activity Tracker) close-up picture of top-view of
device. Visible dimensions are 18x22mm. Top-Left shows expansion socket,
bottom-left shows circular gold-plated custom battery-clip.
infrared (IR) event-stamping (a notable feature of the NAT-1
device), with video motion tracking, enables rapid, automated
and sensitive EEG phenotyping of Alzheimers Disease (AD)
mouse models [1]. This approach has also proven valuable
in achieving the precise synchrony between behavioral and
electrophysiological data records required to make use of novel
time resolved quantitative EEG analyses.
In this paper, the first detailed technical report of the
NAT device deployed in a clinical neuroscience context is
introduced. Technical details of its important features and
engineering rationale are presented, followed by an overview
of exemplary neuroscience research studies conducted with the
NAT-1 device. It will be demonstrated that the NAT-1 device,
with its IR capability, has enabled a step-change in small
animal EEG methodology, and as such, new neuroscience
methodologies have become viable, with exciting possibilities
for future advances.
Experiments described in this paper involve animal models
of brain disorders and are part of larger ongoing medical
research projects at the University of Aberdeen. Previously es-
tablished surgical procedures are described in detail elsewhere
[1], [2]. Ethical considerations of this work are considered in
section V.
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II. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE FIELD
The use of EEG recording in rodents, and particularly
in mice, for neuroscience, is well established, with diverse
methodologies [3]. Methods often combine both behavioral
and physiological monitoring of subjects under carefully con-
trolled test conditions, allowing the validation of neuroscience
hypotheses and/or evaluation of pharmacological effects for
therapeutic discovery [4]–[7]. Experimental set-ups often en-
tail video observation of freely behaving subjects as they
explore specialized habitats such as the Y-maze [8], [9], T-
maze [10], or an open field [11], [12].
Behavior is then monitored and analysed, using advanced
video motion tracking software platforms such as AnyMazeTM
[13], [14], Panlab SmartTM [15], and also open community
originated platforms such as OpenVEEG [16].
Such methods are often combined with simultaneous EEG
recordings. This can be based on a tethered system, whereupon
implanted electrodes are physically wired to signal amplifi-
cation and recording hardware. This approach allows high
frequency sampling, and large numbers of channels can be
used in real-time data collection [3], [17], [18]. However,
such systems impose welfare disadvantages, particularly the
restriction of movement, and interference with normal behav-
ior. They also impose constraints on experimental design; for
example, animals cannot enter an enclosed space or a running
wheel while connected to a tether. Consequently, the interest in
untethered systems has been growing in recent years, with two
main types of system currently available. Real-time wireless
data recorders utilize a (often unreliable) radio link from a
rodent mounted device to a base-station receiver, and transfers
data as they are captured [19]. Some systems, such as DSI
TA10ETA-F20TM are wholly implantable, though this class
of device can be limited in terms of channels and sample
rates achievable [20]. The alternative method is to record data
onboard a removable wireless device for a period of time,
then perform offline data access at the end of the experiment
[1], [2], [21]–[25]. The use of onboard recorders provides
an advantage in terms of reducing power consumption (as
data transmission is a power hungry operation), and typically
allows a reduction in circuit size, eliminating analog RF
circuitry. Consequently, uninterrupted and continuous record-
ing times may potentially extend into hours or days, even
at relatively high sample rates of the order of 1KSa/s, and
recording of 4 to 8 information channels. This latter scenario
is the domain where the device presented in this paper is to be
found. It should be noted that over-constraining of sample rates
causes a number of problems, which can only be avoided with
careful attention to bandwidth limiting of input signals [26],
yet even in this case, the temporal resolution of EEG event
correlation suffers when overly low sample rates are used.
III. DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
The NAT-1 (Neural Activity Tracker) is a highly miniatur-
ized wireless electronic recording system, developed by the
University of York, University of Aberdeen, and Cybula Ltd.,
in an industry- academic partnership, with specific applica-
tions in rodent-based neuroscience. However, the compactness,
lightweight properties, and long recording times of the device,
without any base-station requirement, also make it useful in a
range of non-invasive applications [24], [25].
The team at the University of York1 specialize in sensor
platforms, miniature electronic systems design and manufac-
ture, and complex data analytics. The team at the University
of Aberdeen2 have a longstanding international reputation for
neuroscience in the context of rodent EEG monitoring for
both neural studies, and pharmaceutical evaluations via neural
impact studies. Cybula Ltd. is a privately owned company
engaged in advanced data analytics systems delivery and
academic-industry technology transfer.
The NAT-1, a view of which is shown in Figure 1, was
designed specifically to support neural studies in rodents,
and validated by the collaborative team at the University of
Aberdeen. A broad range of experimental studies have already
been undertaken with the utilization of NAT-1 devices [1], [2],
and several are described in more detail, from a circuit/sensor
perspective, in this paper.
A. Ethical Considerations
Preclinical and translational neuroscience research relies on
modeling human disease processes in genetically modified or
pharmacologically treated animals, most commonly mice or
rats. Welfare considerations have become increasingly perti-
nent, as regardless of the species, there remains an ethical
and legal imperative to utilize the least harmful experimental
technique available and optimize the ultimately essential use of
experimental species (3R principle: Reduce, Replace, Refine).
In the realm of in vivo electrophysiology, wireless EEG
recording systems are now considered a substantial welfare
improvement over traditional tethered or implanted systems
as recordings can be conducted in the same specimen over
many months or even years. Weight-wise, 10% of body mass
is generally considered the acceptable maximum for head
mounted devices in rodents. Therefore, while the majority of
in vivo medical research utilizes mouse models, their small
body mass (20-30g) relative to that of rats (400-800g) creates
a significant design challenge for wireless EEG systems,
especially where extended recording periods are desired (and
thus larger battery capacity).
IV. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The NAT-1 system module, as detailed in Figure 2, is
designed around a combination of (a) a custom discrete ana-
logue electronics front-end, (b) a standard low-power micro-
controller, including on-board Analogue-to-Digital Converter
(ADC), (c) a multi-gigabit flash memory storage chip, (d)
a multi-purpose daughter-board expansion socket, and (e) a
custom designed gold-plated battery clip. Adding a standard
A13/PR48 type zinc-air battery, allows the device to be
powered up and active, and in this state, its total weight is
less than 2.3 grams, its height profile at maximum extent is
less than 10mm (primarily due to the battery shape and size),
and its footprint dimensions are only 18mm by 22 mm.
1Bailey, Austin, Moulds: Advanced Computer Architectures Group, De-
partment of Computer Science, University of York, UK
2Platt, Riedel, Crouch: University of Aberdeen, UK
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Fig. 2. NAT-1 system component diagram
Fig. 3. Typical orientation of head-mounted device, and CT scan of header
(with protection cap fitted, no NAT-1 present). Example of frontal projection
shows screw positions not easily determined in CT side view.
The NAT-1 device is designed to be head-mounted on small
rodents (rats and mice in particular), and is secured via a
surgically implanted electrical connector port, which in turn
is held in situ by cyano-acrylate adhesive, and dental cement.
This provides intra-cranial electrodes (for example, small gold-
plated screws), with external leads, and a mating connector
which also locates the board and its orientation in a position
relative to the rodent cranium that provides minimal external
disturbance of normal subject behavior. Figure 3 shows this
scenario, with a computed tomography image (side projection)
of a mouse head-stage utilizing epidural screw type electrodes.
Note that due to the curvature of the skull, laterally placed
electrodes appear in a 2D image to be implanted far deeper
than they are in reality. The frontal view aspect illustrates this
principle.
The device can easily be removed when not in use, but can
be worn for periods up to 5 days in one session, with recording
times varying according to sample rates, as discussed later.
An on-board indicator-LED provides occasional information
feed-back cues for the experimenter, such as power-up confir-
mation, start of recording alert, error status and recording end
conditions.
Fig. 4. Underside of NAT-1 device, showing analogue electronics components
and head-connection interface. In addition, gold-plated corner pads can be
seen, which provide interfacing to a docking station when required.
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Fig. 5. NAT-1 Electrode input model, showing (a) one of two pairs of analogue
input channels, with instrumentation amplifiers, each sharing common (local)
reference input, (b) band-pass filters stages, and (c) programmable amplifiers.
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Fig. 6. Relationship between brain and electrode inputs, showing intracranial
EEG electrodes with common ground reference. Note: PFC - Pre-frontal
Cortex, HC - Hippocampus. Electronic components: (a) instrumentation
amplifiers, (b) unity gain buffer, providing conditioned ground reference.
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A. Analogue Front-End Design
The analogue front-end stage is comprised of discrete
analogue components located on the underside of the NAT-
1 device, as noted in Figure 4. Provisions are made for up
to four simultaneous EEG electrode measurements arranged
in two pairs; each input pair sharing a separate reference
electrode, as shown in Figures 5 and 6. A comprehensive
review of electrode placement considerations is given in [3],
and further discussion is provided in later sections of this
paper. A ground reference output is provided in order to set
the ground potential for all input signals. High-impedance low-
noise instrumentation amplifiers (IAs) are used in the NAT-1
device to directly amplify the voltage difference between the
analogue input signal and its associated reference input.
An important aspect of the design, and particularly for the
NAT-1, is the sampling regimen. This includes the important
consideration of anti-aliasing, well explained in terms of EEG
signal acquisition [26]. Additional components enable the in-
put channels to perform band-pass filtering on the input signal.
A second-stage amplifier adds further signal gain and low-
pass filter for improved high-frequency roll-off. The quarter-
power bandwidth for each band-pass-filtered analogue channel
is fixed between 0.2 Hz and 500 Hz, as shown in Figure 7.
Due to the variety of voltage magnitudes that can be
obtained in EEG and local field-potential measurements, the
signal gain of the combined front-end and on-chip microcon-
troller A/D Converter (ADC) can be parametrically configured
via software control. This results in a selectable peak voltage
input range from three possible choices; 1, 2 or 4mV. Each
channels range can be configured individually. The ADC
input signal resolution is 0.5 µV, 1.0 µV and 2.0 µV, for
the corresponding 1mV, 2mV and 4mV amplitude ranges,
respectively.
The majority of spectral power in an EEG signal is be-
low 50Hz (corresponding to Delta-Gamma EEG bands) and
typically falls away at 3dB/octave (1/f response) [27]. The
channel band-pass filter described above offers good group
delay response for maintaining acceptable amplitude envelope
fidelity, in the range suited to EEG data.
B. Data Conversion and On-board Signal Processing
The NAT-1 device uses an ATXMEGA32TM microprocessor,
with on-chip ADC data converter. Four analogue EEG field
potentials (or indeed any suitable analogue signal source) can
be digitized by the ADC in sweep mode. The microcontroller‘s
on-chip 12-bit sigma-delta ADC digitizes the conditioned ana-
logue signal in 11-bit signed integer format. With the front-end
bandwidth of 500Hz and anti-aliasing filter of 60dB/decade
shown in the frequency plot of Figure 7, the full bandwidth
dynamic range (DR) at a sample frequency fs of 6kHz is
50dB. However, for the primary application of EEG signal
measurements where the source bandwidth is sub-50Hz, fs
can be reduced to 2kHz, while still offering a useful dynamic-
range of 52dB. Lower sample rates can be set at the expense
of reduced dynamic-range, or when the power-spectral-density
(PSD) in the signal falls off more sharply. Lowering the sample
rate is desirable when long-duration recordings are required,
Fig. 7. Characteristics of NAT-1 input-channel frequency response, showing
gain (normalized) bandwidth of front-end analogue channels, with quarter-
power bandwidth set between 0.2 Hz to 500 Hz.
TABLE I
RECORD TIME, AND POWER CONSUMPTION, VS. SAMPLE RATE
Fs DR1 DR2 Power4 Rec. Time5 Battery Life6
(Hz) (dB) (dB) (mW) (Hrs) (Total Hrs)
2000 52 68 3 6.4 9 / 18 50
1000 34 68 5.1 18 / 36 64
500 28 56 4.4 35 / 70 76
250 22 44 4.0 70 / 835 83
1
EEG with 1/f PSD, 2 EEG with 1/f2 PSD, 3 Limited by ADC,
4 Continuous operating power. 5 Based on 4Gbit, and 8Gbit flash-memory
capacities. At lower sample rates, recording time becomes battery limited.
6 Assuming repeated recordings, or suitably sized flash memory, using
Duracell DA13 Zn-Air battery.
since power consumption is proportional to fs. Typical opera-
tional record times versus sample-rate comparisons are given
in Table I, alongside record times, power consumption, and
battery life, where dynamic range (DR) is applicable to EEG
sources only. Interestingly, flash capacity limits record time at
high sample rates. However, at the very lowest sample rates, it
is battery capacity that starts to limit record time. For example
at 250 Sa/s, record time will be no more than 83Hrs, due to
battery life, even though an 8Gb flash version of NAT (NAT-1-
8G) has a theoretical 140hr recording capacity at that sample
rate. Achieving a balance between exacting weight constraints
and long record times at low sample rates, is a key reason for
choosing the zinc-air power cell.
One important observation is that when the signal source
bandwidth is limited, but subject to noise or spurious higher
frequencies, it can be wasteful storing and downloading sam-
ples taken at the default sample rate. Firmware in the on-
board microcontroller includes the option to perform software
filtering using a simple block averaging operation, on real-time
sample data, and then only stores the resulting filtered samples.
This is a form of down-sampling as defined by equation 1.
BA[j] =
N−1∑
i=0
s[j − i]
N
(1)
Where N = block length, i = sample, and BA[j] = block-
averaged sample.
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Fig. 8. Effective frequency response of Block Average filter for different
values of Block Length (N) with fs=2kHz.
Although this moving-average filter is computationally low-
cost, its frequency response, and high-frequency roll-off, is not
hugely effective - it is a compromise. In general the frequency
response of this approach can be represented by equation 2.
H[f ] =
sin(pifN)
Nsin(pif)
(2)
Where H[0]=1, and f = 0 to 0.5.
Then, the signal attenuation at a given a frequency of
interest fi, is found for H[f] when f satisfies equation 3.
f =
f i
f s
(3)
For example, at a 2kSa/sec master sampling rate, and N=5,
the averaging filter and down-sampling will result in a new
effective sampling rate of 400Sa/sec. A signal component at
fi = 200Hz, whereby f = 0.1, will be attenuated to around
65% of full strength. Aliasing is therefore reduced but not
completed eliminated in this mode. An example of such a
frequency response is given in Figure 8.
The BA algorithm acts as a simple smoothing filter on the
sampled data and requires very few lines of code to implement.
More sophisticated filtering techniques may be used, but these
are best achieved by recording data at the full sample rate
and then down-sampling after download of the data file to a
desktop computer or similar computing platform, otherwise
the trade-off between processing and recording power starts
to become undesirable, and recording times would be reduced
unnecessarily.
Since the attenuation profile of the software filters is rel-
atively shallow at the start of roll-off, this behavior should
be considered carefully where relative power of individual
frequency components is important for analysis.
Simultaneous to the acquisition of 4-Channel EEG, a 3-
axis Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) accelerome-
ter with selectable 2G/8G range, and 8-bit digital output, is
also sampled. This device, consuming only 18µW when active,
Fig. 9. NAT-1 data capture results, showing infrared data recording (red),
accelerometer (green, 3-axis X/Y/Z), and 4-channel EEG programmable field-
potential sensing (blue).
permits kinetic 3D motions to be synchronously recorded
alongside the EEG signals and external IR time-stamps, and
then be correlated to video footage. The NAT-1 device can also
be used purely in accelerometer mode, with extended battery
lifespans, and then acts as a very small and capable wearable
motion sensor [24], [25].
The accelerometer is mounted so that when worn by an
animal (e.g. mouse or rat) its X-axis is aligned along the body
of the animal (sagittal plane - tail to head), and its Y-axis then
assumes the transverse plane of the animal. All three axis are
recorded by the NAT-1 together with the EEG samples.
The accelerometer’s motion bandwidth is limited to 80Hz
by the characteristics of the MEMS device, and reduced to
20Hz for system sample rates below 400Sa/sec. Meanwhile,
two accelerometer ranges are selectable; +/- 2G and +/- 8G,
offering 18mG and 56mG sensitivity respectively. Figure 9
shows an example of the full data capture capabilities of the
NAT-1 device, including the infrared data-stream recording
facility (via the IRDB daughter-board described later).
In this figure one can see the various data types that the
NAT-1 can simultaneously capture. The topmost trace ’IR
DATA’ (colorised red) shows the continuous data recording
from the IR sensor, including some binary data packets cap-
tured during recording. The traces immediately below, col-
orised green, and labelled ’Accell. X’, ’Accell. Y’ and ’Accell.
Z’, represent the X,Y and Z accelerometer channels. Finally,
the bottom four traces (colorised in blue) represent four analog
input channels, in this case recording EEG potentials with a
+/-1mV range, but also able to support a wide range of other
compatible recording sources across many domains.
C. FlashMemory
The on-board flash memory presents some interesting de-
sign challenges for such a small device. The NAT-1 utilizes
a 4Gbit flash memory chip; an 8Gbit memory is available
as an option. Whilst the average power consumption of flash
memory in the NAT-1 device is low, its power demand
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is transient, with most of the power consumed during the
page program phase, typically 18mW lasting 500µs. Page
programming occurs periodically as the write page fills up with
sample data; this interval is determined by the chosen sample
rate. The interval is significantly longer than the page program
transient power event, enabling the power to be delivered from
local decoupling capacitors, giving enough time for the power
management unit sourced from the Zinc-Air battery to recover
and prevent system voltage droop. As a result, flash-memory
peak-power demand is met at all operational sample rates
without degrading main processor and auxiliary component
power availability.
Flash integrity is an important further consideration, com-
mon to most non-volatile memory applications. The NAT-1
microcontroller’s firmware implements a bad-block table in
flash memory. Any bad blocks detected during erasure are
marked and ignored for recording purposes. The table is up-
dated by host software during the download process. To protect
the flash memory from data corruption and block damage
due to undesirable power cycling, the firmware continuously
monitors the health of the battery. The NAT-1 device shuts-
down in a controlled fashion when the battery is weak, and
prevents further operation until this status condition is cleared
during data download.
D. Nanoport daughter-board Connector
As noted earlier, a miniature multi-purpose expansion socket
is provided, the ’nanoport’, which allows for custom daughter-
board augmentation of the sensor capabilities. This feature has
proved to be very valuable, since it has allowed specialized
capabilities to be added to the validated core system and thus
to rapidly enable new neuroscience methodologies, as will be
described later. The connector provides power and SPI (Serial
Peripheral Interface) data connectivity, theoretically allowing a
wide range of auxiliary daughter-boards to be designed around
SPI-capable sensor devices, expansion memories, transmitters
and/or receivers, or even conceivably a co-processor module.
In particular, the team have developed an infrared detector-
board (IRDB), which has been utilized effectively for time-
stamping and event registration device in various neuroscience
scenarios, such as maze testing. This is expanded upon in a
later section of this paper.
E. Custom Battery Clip and Power Management
An important requirement of the NAT-1 recording device
is the reliability of the battery attachment. No off-the-shelf
lightweight solution was available, resulting in the requirement
to develop and validate a bespoke design.
The bespoke battery holder, shown in Figure 10, is designed
to house a single zinc-air battery of type A13/PR48. This
battery, which is inexpensive, and widely available for use
in hearing-aids, provides a very high power density, which is
ideal given the exacting constraints on weight and size of the
NAT-1 device. The contrast between the Zinc-Air A13 cell and
other small battery cells, shown in Table II, highlights the high
power capacity, and vastly superior power density of this cell
Fig. 10. Specialized custom battery-retention clip.
type, particularly when contrasted with alternatives recently
surveyed elsewhere [28].
This is achieved because the cell actually performs a chemi-
cal reaction with air entering the cell via carefully engineered
pores in the battery case, resulting in continuous low level
power availability until expiration. Although a rechargeable
device would be highly desirable, at present there is no
solution that can match the performance of the A13 cell and
work reliably while fitted onto a moving animal.
The NAT-1 battery holder does not simply provide an
electrical connection for power. One of the challenges of
rodent monitoring is that their behavior can often compromise
the battery connectivity. Sudden movement and vibrations can
momentarily disconnect the power source, leading to signal
glitches, brown-outs, or processor program errors. Worse still,
batteries can be dislodged completely, leading to wasted
experimental effort and time. In order to avoid this, a bespoke
battery-clip design was devised.
The battery holder is manufactured from a beryllium-copper
alloy, and is gold-plated to offer high electrical conductivity
and low corrosion properties. The three legs shown in the
image provide rigid stability to the holder frame while the
cap is sprung at its leading edge to hold-back the battery once
inserted. The entire pre-formed holder is age-hardened at 350o
centigrade before assembly to induce the desired spring effect.
This design has proven to be highly reliable. In hundreds of
real rodent test cases, no occurrences of battery displacement
have been observed to date, and no detection of intermittent
power glitches have been reported.
TABLE II
BATTERY TYPES AND POWER CHARACTERISTICS
A13/PR48 Zinc Air1 280 mAh 333 mAh/g
CR2032/ECR2032 Coin Cell2 230 mAh 77 mAh/g
LR44/A76/V13GA Button Cell3 105 mAh 60 mAh/g
LR43/AG12 Button Cell4 55 mAh 26.1 mAh/g
PR70/AC10 Button Cell5 70 mAh 233 mAh/g
10.84g,Dia.7.8mm,H5.4mm,1.4v, 23.0g,Dia.20mm,H.3.2mm,3.0v,
31.75g,Dia.11.4mm,H5.6mm,1.5v, 42.1g,Dia.11.6mm,H4.2mm,1.5v [28],
50.3g,Dia.5.7mm,H3.5mm,1.5v [28]
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Fig. 11. IRDB Board (middle), compared to NAT-1 device (left), with UK
one-Pound coin for scale (almost same size as a one-Euro coin), all sizes
approximately to scale.
A critical design requirement for the NAT-1 device is power
efficiency. A single Zinc-Air battery powers the entire record-
ing device. The nominal 1.2V DC voltage from the battery is
up-scaled by a step-up synchronous DC-DC converter to power
the NAT-1. The converter operates at high efficiency, limiting
conversion losses to just 17%. The frequency of its switching
oscillator is fixed at 2MHz, ensuring a useful margin exists
beyond the NAT-1 device’s analogue front-end bandwidth. The
analogue and digital components are powered from separate
supply voltages and aggressively decoupled. The analogue
supply has additional filtering for improved noise performance.
On power-up, when the battery is first inserted into its holder,
the DC-DC converter is held-off while the input bulk capacitor
is fully charged. This capacitor is placed in parallel with the
battery to rapidly supply fast transient load currents during
normal operation; this is essential since the battery’s demand-
response time is relatively slow.
F. Daughter-board options and the NAT-1 IRDB
A versatile feature of the NAT-1 device is the miniature
expansion socket. This permits additional electronics pay-
loads to be fitted to the NAT. Of course, this comes at
the cost of additional weight and power utilization. However
some expansion boards can be extremely small, and consume
minimal extra power. An example of this scenario is the
IRDB infrared detector board, also developed by the authors,
and with particular value in scenarios involving the need to
time-stamp events during an experimental process, and/or for
designating start/end points in individual test runs or test
phases. Data processing scripts can then be used, for instance,
to automatically categorize or segment data into particular
subsets, events, or operational cases.
The NAT-1-IRDB daughter board, as shown in Figure 11, is
extremely small (17.6mm x 5.8mm x 1.7mm) and lightweight
(0.1 grams). These highly constrained physical attributes mean
that, when fitted, the IRDB board does not add to the overall
maximum height profile of the NAT-1 device, since the battery
is still the feature with the greatest height extent for the device.
The IRDB board detects infrared impulses, with peak sen-
sitivity at 940nm wavelength, and a wide acceptance angle, as
illustrated in Figure 12, where Figure 12(a) shows wavelength
sensitivity, and Figure 12(b) shows sensitivity as a function of
angular source position, with respect to the sensor.
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Fig. 12. NAT-1-IRDB Spectral sensitivity characteristics, showing (a) optical
sensitivity and (b) sensitivity to angular source placement.
This is a spectral range that is invisible to rodents, and
humans, and therefore cannot interfere with normal behaviors
or neural activity. The infrared intensity is recorded on a
continuous basis, with a recording rate in step with the
main EEG sampling rate of the system. As a result of this
design, any infrared signal may be used to provide time-
synchronised event labelling cues within data. When combined
with systems such as AnyMazeTM, where proximity detection
gates and other sensors can generate digital trigger signals, it
is possible to convert trigger signals into infrared pulse-codes,
and therefore use the IR-1 capability to align trigger events
with high time resolution, against EEG post-event responses
or pre-event activity.
When recording in pulse mode - where the IR signal is
quantified as a binary 0/1 single-bit state, the device utilizes
a hysteresis circuit to eliminate false signal transitions where
weak signals are near the logic thresholds. In analogue mode,
infrared signal intensity can be digitized to an 8-bit scale, and
this could be exploited for a number of purposes to introduce
new experimental features into neuroscience experimental
setups.
An example of IRDB data-stream recording is shown in
Figure 9, where a pulse code model is used to represent
individual events. Coding is entirely open to the end-users as
appropriate to their experimental setup. Typically, a pulse code
based upon RS232 8-bit encoding protocol can be found to be
highly convenient, since it contains start and stop bits to assist
with accurate framing of encoded data bits. However, analogue
data streams could also be utilized, or even a combination of
both.
V. EXEMPLAR NEUROSCIENCE APPLICATIONS
The NAT-1 has been marketed and used in a number of
commercial pharmaceutical settings as well as for academic
neuroscience research programs. In this section, we reprise the
published findings of several recent experiments conducted in
mice which represent one of the most challenging mammalian
species in which to conduct wireless electrophysiology. We
hope here to highlight (a) the application utility of the de-
vice, and (b) capabilities for improved neuroscience research
methodologies, with valuable outcomes for experimental prac-
tice.
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A. Ethical Statement
All experiments described here and those published in
previous reports, conducted at The University of Aberdeen,
were approved by that universitys ethics board and carried out
in strict accordance with the Animal (Scientific Procedures)
Act 1986 and EU directive 2010/63/EU.
B. Surgeries
Surgical procedures used in studies discussed here are also
described in detail in their respective publications [1], [2].
It should be noted that best practice surgical and aftercare
procedures are influenced by local (institution), national (home
office) and international (Felasa) guidelines. The precise pro-
cedures will therefore naturally vary between research teams.
After induction of general anaesthesia and removal of the
periosteum from the apex of the skull, epidural screw elec-
trodes (gold plated micro-screws wired to 0.6mm square cross-
section pin terminals) were stereotaxically implanted into
burr holes drilled at designated co-ordinates on the skull. A
cyanoacrylate adhesive was then applied to the skull and dental
epoxy (Simplex RapidTM, Kemdent, UK) was then poured onto
the adhesive encasing electrodes, wiring and proximal end of
the pin terminals. This result is a durable headstage which
will withstand multiple recordings from chronically implanted
electrodes over periods of up to 16 months after implantation
[1], [29], [30]. Note that the NAT-1 board is removable, and
only fitted to the headstage when in use. Animal drinking
water was supplemented with carporofen (non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory) for 24 hours before and 72 hours after surgery.
A subcutaneous injection of buperinorphine and an intraperi-
toneal injection of saline were given immediately prior to
recovery from general anesthesia. Animal weight, fluid intake,
and physical condition were then assessed daily for two weeks
of recuperation prior to first attachment of devices. While
the studies described here used common epidural screw type
electrodes, these are neither the only electrode available to
the researcher nor a requirement for use of the NAT device.
Indeed many teams prefer to simply use bare wire electrodes
for recording of cortical EEG [31]. We refrain from making
any recommendations of electrode type here as this choice
is governed by the needs of the individual experiment. We
wish to highlight however that the NAT device may read any
electrode so long as its lead wire can be soldered, wrapped or
otherwise connected to a compatible pin terminal.
C. Pharmacological studies including sleep behaviour of EEG
Episodes of Rapid Eye Movement (REM) and non-REM
sleep cannot be differentiated in animals based on behavioural
observation alone. This distinction can only be made via direct
observation of brain activity. A common application of EEG in
preclinical research is therefore quantification of sleep latency,
depth and duration to screen for hypnotic or stimulant effects
of novel drugs.
The suitability of the NAT device for pharmaco-EEG ap-
plications was recently demonstrated in an experiment where
EEG was recorded following administration of the common
sedative drug diazepam [1]. Analysis of EEG data captured
by the NAT confirmed the rapid descent into Non-REM sleep
following administration of diazepam. Reduced low frequency
with increased high frequency activity in non-REM sleep, a
characteristic effect of the drug [32], were also observed. Drug
effects on Non-REM EEG functional connectivity was then
compared between diazepam and ketamine, an anesthetic drug
with paradoxical stimulant effects at low doses.
Notably, with the aid of the NAT-1, this work has thus
revealed profound differences between the impact of diazepam
and low-dose ketamine on communication between the pre-
frontal cortex and hippocampal formation, potentially explain-
ing their opposing effects on sleep latency.
D. Behavioral-EEG phenotyping of Alzheimers disease mouse
models
Human EEG recordings are predominantly conducted in
participants at rest. By contrast, rodent EEG is typically
recorded in ambulatory subjects which presents with unique
analytic challenges. Notably, movements can introduce ar-
tifacts, particularly in the Delta (0-5 Hz) range, and the
amplitude of hippocampal Theta (5-9 Hz) and Gamma (20+
Hz) oscillations essential for neural communication and in-
formation processing [33] are heavily influenced by move-
ment speed in rodents [34], [35]. Therefore, to study the
physiological and pathological aspects of cognitively relevant
EEG features, it is critical to first control for the effect of
movement. This can be accomplished through co-registration
of EEG data with measurements of the animals position in
space. A recent study [2] has demonstrated the suitability of
the NAT-1 IRDB module for this purpose and its application to
pre-clinical dementia research. In this study, transgenic mice
(PLB2APP) expressing the human Amyloid Precursor Protein
(APP), with the Swedish and London Alzheimers Disease
AD risk mutations, underwent electrode implantation surgery
at five months of age when disease pathology is known to
be relatively subtle [36]. The mice were then subjected to
a Y maze spontaneous alternation task. This paradigm was
selected in order to assess the function of the hippocampus
and entorhinal cortex, which are critical regions for memory
and spatial navigation; and are impacted early in human AD.
The maze itself is a simple structure consisting of three
corridors meeting at a triangular intersection which the animal
is allowed to freely explore for ten minutes. The EEG was
recorded throughout the experiment using the NAT-1 while the
animals location and behavior were continuously monitored
by a computer running the AnyMaze (Ugo Basile, Italy) be-
havioral tracking software, which employs an overhead video
camera. AnyMaze-triggered pulse trains from an overhead IR-
LED array were registered by the IRDB module and used to
create corresponding event stamps in both EEG and behavioral
data records. A MatLabTM (Mathworks, USA) script was then
used to merge the two data sets into one file for subsequent
analysis. A typical representation of the described technical
set-up is given in Figure 13.
The study revealed firstly that PLB2APP display slowing of
the EEG (loss of high and gain of low frequency power) char-
acteristic of human AD, in the absence of any overt cognitive
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Fig. 13. Typical maze setup used at University of Aberdeen for infrared
time-stamped EEG and Video observation.
differences relative to age matched wild type controls. Further
analysis revealed that the positive correlation between hip-
pocampal Gamma band (high frequency) power and movement
speed, as observed in healthy mice, was absent in PLB2APP
animals. This indicates a failure of neural systems responsible
for encoding of speed in AD mice. Subsequent analyses re-
vealed that Gamma frequency EEG activity patterns associated
with movement towards the maze intersection remained intact.
Cumulatively, the findings of this study indicate that under
specific behavioral conditions, EEG signatures indicative of
early AD pathology can be detected even in the absence of
cognitive symptoms. It is hoped that studies such as this may
ultimately pave the way for development of human diagnosis
techniques to detect AD, at the pre-symptomatic stage, thus
enabling early intervention.
VI. DETECTION OF TIME-, FREQUENCY- AND
DIRECTION-RESOLVED COMMUNICATION WITHIN BRAIN
NETWORKS
Neural signaling is extremely rapid, and large scale brain
networks only remain stable for approximately 100ms before
undergoing functional reconfiguration [37]. The recent devel-
opment of time varying brain connectivity estimators enables
analysis of frequency-resolved directed communication within
brain networks, on time scales commensurate with those
of neural signaling [38]. However, to harness the improved
temporal resolution of these techniques, it is crucial that EEG
samples are precisely time-locked to the event of interest.
One such recent behavioral study [1] utilized the NAT-1 with
IRDB enabled data synchronization, in combination with time
varying renormalized partial directed coherence (TV-rPDC)
analysis [38], to quantify brain network function during spatial
decision making in the Y-maze.
As mice explore the approach to the Y-maze intersection,
they must make a left-right choice of direction. Over multiple
approaches, healthy mice display an innate tendency to choose
the least recently visited of the two corridors (the correct
behavior). The ratio of correct vs. incorrect choices is taken
as an index of cognitive performance. However, despite the
widespread use of spontaneous alternation tasks in cognitive
phenotyping, relatively little is known about the neural pro-
cesses underlying the preference for correct arm choice.
One aim of the aforementioned study was therefore to
analyze EEG on approach to the maze intersection using
TV-rPDC in order to establish; 1) whether correct and in-
correct arm choices are associated with distinct patterns of
directed communication between the prefrontal cortex and
hippocampus; 2) The temporal order of these patterns; and
3) The location in the maze where they occur. Using the
same experimental setup as described previously, the NAT-
1 and IRDB module were used to acquire samples of EEG,
whilst capturing motions through a Y-maze intersection which
were precisely matched for speed and location over time.
Subsequent analysis broadly matched previous observation of
elevated prefrontal-hippocampal synchrony occurring at maze
intersections. However the use of TV-rPDC further revealed
a temporal pattern of directed communication specifically
preceding correct corridor choices. Most notable was the
discovery that this pattern is initiated by communication in
the Theta frequency band originating in the prefrontal cortex
and targeting the hippocampus. This study therefore expanded
on previous work by uncovering evidence for a driving role
of the prefrontal cortex in spontaneous alternation behavior.
VII. THE ROLE OF ADVANCED DEVICE FEATURES IN
ENHANCED NEUROSCIENCE OUTCOMES
Based on the experiences described in previous sections,
and more generally in work undertaken at Aberdeen and
associated partners, it is apparent that several key gains have
been achieved by using the NAT-1 devices:-
• Lightweight untethered operation permits free motion
testing in mazes and homecage,
• Simultaneous collection of EEG, accellerometry, and
time-stamp IR-Data codes,
• High sample rates and long record times,
• Temporal correlation between related events.
It was also noted that, although all studies discussed here
were conducted using a fixed gain setting of 2mV, the provi-
sion of individually configurable gain on each analogue chan-
nel is highly beneficial when recording local field potentials,
where the potential differences between active and reference
electrodes will vary by depth.
As a result of the employed IR-coded time-stamp methodol-
ogy, the recognition of candidate events is greatly improved in
terms of localization of relevant EEG data segments, making
automation in conjunction with high quality of analysis more
effective than possible previously. Increased automation, with
increased robustness of data quality, means it is possible to
process more tests more quickly and generate more rigorous
overall measurements and conclusions.
The experience with untethered EEG recording for neuro-
science research at Aberdeen has included of the order of
500 individual EEG recording instances with rats and mice.
Between 40-50% of these recordings were conducted with
NAT-1, and the remainder with other legacy devices, giving an
excellent basis for comparison, and robust usability evaluation.
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This reinforces confidence in the significant benefits of the
NAT design.
VIII. PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Following the landmark discovery of spatial maps and
place cells [39], progressive study of hippocampal single
unit activity has revealed further components of the brain’s
spatial navigation system, including grid cells [40], boundary
vector cells [41] and speed cells [42]. Single unit recordings
of the motor and parietal cortices have revealed similar cell
systems encoding body position [43]. These discoveries have
significantly improved our understanding of neural encoding
(in health and disease) and may have substantial implications
for future development of brain-computer interfaces and ad-
vanced prosthesis. The growing research interest in single-
unit recordings has driven demand for high density elec-
trode configurations and innovations such as exotic electrodes;
notably, the recently reported injectable neural mesh [44].
Consequently, there is increasing demand for higher sampling
rates and more input channels on data logging systems.
In order to avoid a return to tethered systems, substantial
innovation will be required to meet demand for increased
functionality in wireless and wire-free devices, without a
parallel increase in mass. The modular nature of the NAT-
1 provides an interesting solution to this problem. Elements
which may or may not be required for individual experiments
(IR receiver, memory expansion, accelerometer, etc.) can be
delegated to interchangeable daughter boards allowing more
main device weight to be occupied by ubiquitous system
components (ADC, main memory)
In terms of battery systems, there is also a significant
challenge. Size and weight are always a concern, and with
extended recording times, increased sample rates, and in-
creased channel capacities, these constraints can be challeng-
ing. The ideal solution, of an extremely lightweight, compact
and rechargeable power component, has yet to be realized
at the scale required for such small devices. Nonetheless,
battery technologies continue to develop, and system power
budgets can be expected to be further trimmed as silicon
devices continue to be refined. There is reason therefore to
be optimistic about future improvements.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
There are numerous methods and approaches for neuro-
physiological research in small rodents, including tethered
and non-tethered systems. The benefits of a non-tethered
system are often difficult to achieve, due to weight and size
restrictions, coupled with device re-usability and versatility.
Nonetheless they can offer significant advantages. This paper
has provided a detailed engineering description of NAT, the
Neural Activity Tracker, a device for rodent-focused neuro-
science research. This device has been found to be highly
versatile, a valuable enabler for improved sophistication in
several reported leading-edge neuroscience studies, and has
contributed to better understanding of neural processes.
As discussed in Section VII, a number of notable observa-
tions from use of the device in the reported context are made. It
can be concluded that there are significant benefits from having
a miniature recording device with customisable daughterboard
- allowing new features such as IR-sensing to be added, and
thus augmenting the capabilities of neurological studies to
address specific needs. The use of zinc-air batteries is also
a relatively uncommon choice in similar designs, but offers a
valuable power capacity advantage, and this is again important
for add-on boards. The IR-Board consumes less than 110µW
worst-case power, but other modules may require more, and
the chosen battery can cope with the power requirements well,
even over long recording sessions, but without creating weight
concerns. Finally, the ability to configure input amplifier gain
to cover a range of different voltage scales is highly flexible,
allowing device optimization for multiple uses, including both
mouse and rat, but also for other entirely non-neurological
applications.
As future miniaturized technology solutions become avail-
able, the capabilities of such un-tethered systems can only
become more sophisticated, and perhaps open a door to a new
chapter in neuroscience discovery in the coming years.
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